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Last Meeting

Our final meeting of 2019 was a photo event and had the theme “Winter” and whilst it was a
little disappointing that the response with associated themed photos was low, as was the

attendance. However, the 14 hardy souls who ventured out enjoyed a great selection of festive
treats courtesy of Richard whilst viewing an eclectic mix of aircraft ranging from the North

American F107A, to the Boeing 747 Dreamlifter, a Volpar turboliner to a Polaris Flying
Inflatable Boat.  I must off my congratulations though to Sue who instantly recognised the

Ju88/FW190 composite bomber as the “Mistel” or, in English, the Mistletoe.



Advance Notice – 2019 Photo Competition 

As usual our branch annual photo competition will take place at our February  meeting , so
this is a bit of advance notice for you to sort out the best images (aircraft please!) you have

taken in 2019. 

A re-cap of the rules to save you any wasted time:
Up to a max of 6 digital photos per person, either flying or ground shot

Must be in JPEG form
Must have been taken in 2019

No Photoshopped images (be honest please)
To be numbered 1 upwards with no names/watermarks on the image
Every entrant must have attended 3 or more branch meetings in 2019

Entries must be with Nigel no later than 28th January please

You may remember some of this selection of past winning entries

2015

2016



2017

STN Scene

Another failure? Atlas Global issued the following statement late last month. “We regret to
inform you that we had to suspend all our flights as of November 26, 2019 until December 16,

2019 in order to provide the necessary configuration and improvement in our cash flow. All
operational processes that will be carried out within the company by this date will be carried

out with minimum number of personnel and the personnel will be determined by the unit
managers and will be informed by telephone this evening”

Time will tell as to whether this is the end of yet another European airline but personally I
would think the odds are against us seeing Atlas Global at STN again.

One November movement thanks to Michael Jones

N197KQ Quest Kodiak-100 departing on the 9th

More bad news for the likes of Ryanair and Jet2, and all other B737NG operators who are
already trying to cope with the “pickle” wing root issues, US regulators have called on Boeing
to redesign the engine covering on its 737 NG planes after a fatal 2018 accident, in which a
woman died after being nearly sucked out of a window. The National Transportation Safety

Board (NTSB) has said that existing planes should also be updated with the changes, so more
non-revenue earning ground time.

The recommendations came at the end of the board's investigation of the death of Jennifer
Riordan of New Mexico in April 2018. She was killed after an engine exploded and shattered a

window on the Southwest B737-700. Amazingly her death was the first on a US passenger
airline since 2009. The incident, which caused injuries to eight other passengers, led to an

emergency landing in Philadelphia
In its final report on the accident, the safety board said that a fan blade in the engine was
cracked due to "fatigue". It punctured its case, creating fragments that crashed into the

window.



Moving onto something  we are never likely to see on STN approach but certainly a possibility
just down the M11 at North Weald, the Air Race E first prototype which was unveiled at last

month’s Dubai Air Show.  This example is sponsored by the UK’s Condor Aviation and another
7 sponsors were due to be announced in the near future. This all electric powered aircraft will
compete in an Airbus-backed electric racing series that is the brainchild of US businessman Jeff
Zaltman. He envisages that eventually 16 teams racing electric-powered aircraft will compete
around a circuit at up to 450 kph (278 mph) and about 10 metres (32 ft) off the ground. This
follows the earlier unveiling of the Israeli “Eviation Alice” all electric small commuter aircraft

and whilst maybe not in my lifetime, there will surely be electric powered large airliners in the
future.



Stansted Nostalgia

These wonderful pictures were taken by non-member Peter Rowlings on 26th May 1958 – my
sincere thanks to Peter for letting me reproduce them here.

Avro York G-AGNM taxying – another York and a Hermes in the background

Three Avro Tudors – CF-FCY of Lome Airways in the foreground
with G-AGRY and an anonymous frame behind



Avro Tudor G-AHNL – often used on the multi-stop run to Woomera, South Australia
in connection with missile development. British weapons tested at Woomera  included

the Sea Wolf, Sea Slug, Rapier, Sea Dart, and Bloodhound surface-to-air missiles,
the Black Knight research rocket, and the Blue Steel nuclear stand-off missile

Percival Prentice G-APGX (ex VS414) and some of the other 130 or so stored at STN, most
remained unconverted as did another similar size Prentice park at SEN. No less than 252 were

purchased by Aviation Traders but just 28 were converted for civil use.



Close up of Prentice G-APHJ, the one time VS731 with the CFS crest on the nose

Prentice G-APHI, ex VS723

What, When or Where???

Seems this section has been received well, so what is this? Clue – it has a festive name. Answer
in next month’s chat



Last month’s picture was of the new Istanbul airport. See also this link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-_-qa7DtW4

Next Meeting – a New Year Giveaway!

This will be our last photo image evening for a few months so please bring along your memory
sticks – as ever in batches of around 30 please, and if possible give a short commentary of the

image such as, what, when and where, and any other snippets you feel are of interest.

However, to start the evening off , Eric will be making our 1st member’s mini - presentation  of
the new year entitled

"The Last Flight of Capt Walter Lawrence RFC”

I for one am looking forward to hearing this and thank Eric in advance.

A Bleriot XI of the period



Following this a photo theme has been suggested by Alan

“Dreadful Liveries and Paint Schemes”.

So if you have some shots of any ghastly schemes (only one of the last SAS scheme per person
please!) on any type of aircraft then bring them along.

Competition time
A free Yorkie bar (or similar) will be the star prize – in fact the only prize – for the contributor

of the aircraft of any type in a paint scheme that those attending the meeting decide is the
worst of all.

But, don’t despair if you aren’t the winner as there will be another prize in a second
competition at January’s meeting for the worst, or most inappropriate, name for an actual
aircraft operator past or present, airline, flying school, FBO, in fact anything aviation linked.

Submissions limited to 5 per person – please email them to me before them meeting if
possible so a list can be collated, or bring them along on a scrap of paper to the meeting and

hand it to me.

This link is allegedly a commercial for a Thai airline that wanted to attract broadminded male
passengers! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_7w5tPApms   However, this airline’s

nickname of LadyBoy Airways was just that, a nickname, so it doesn’t count!



Now that is a prize worth winning!!

So, we all meet up for our first meeting of the New Year
on Tuesday 7th January 2020, St. John’s Church Hall, at 20:15hrs.

Trivia – on the same date 215 years ago, 7th January 1785, the English Channel is crossed for
the first time by air as Jean-Pierre Blanchard and John Jeffries fly their hydrogen balloon from
Dover, England to a forest near Calais, France.  And no, I wasn’t there to log the registration
and nor is there any photographic evidence as Monsieur Joseph Nicéphore Niépce didn’t

invent the camera until the 1820’s! Hoped you knew that already!

 



Apology

Without naming anyone (clue – current holder of the Prior Memorial Trophy), somewhat
belatedly I have been advised that the Premier League crushing soccer side from the catchy
named JobServe Community Stadium have the grandiose title Colchester United and not
Colchester Town as I put in the October Chat.  My apologies to their massive fan base –

average gate last season 3,615 including away supporters. Incidentally an anagram of this team’s
correct name is clothed entericus 

 
“Is that a small rodent lurking in his shorts?” said Palace’s Kayla

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Cessna 152: "61 Uniform is at Flight Level Three Thousand, Seven Hundred"
Controller: "Roger 61 Uniform, contact Houston Space Center"

MY SEASON’S GREETINGS TO EVERYONE



CHRISTMAS QUIZ 2019
Rudolf is famed for his flying prowess and, as everyone is aware, he features a red nose, so the quiz is

simply a matter of identifying aircraft from a picture of its red nose. No prizes, just a feeling of pride or
shame.  As always, answers next month 

1 2 3 4

  

           5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16



17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

25     26 27 28

29 30 31 32

As always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some illustrations

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


